Cube Ella Ride green´n´white 2019
Product price:

649,00 € tax included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: Easy Entry 45 cm, Easy Entry 49
cm, Easy Entry 53 cm
Application area: Trekking

Product description:
Cube Ella Ride green´n´white 2019

The stylish and practical Ella Ride is the perfect companion for your active, outdoor lifestyle. Taking
its inspiration from our popular Elly hybrids, our engineers have worked hard to blend function,
fashion, comfort and safety into a stylish, modern bike that you'll be proud to be seen on. But it's
not just great to look at, it's also incredibly practical. With a wide-ranging 24 speed Shimano gear
system, comfortable suspension fork, full mudguards, lights and a kickstand too, the Ella Ride has
absolutely everything you need... and nothing that you don't.
Building a light, strong, stylish step-through frame isn't as easy as it looks. Balancing low weight,
comfort, style and safety is what gets our engineering team out of bed in the morning - and this is
the result. Efficent Comfort Geometry (ECG) makes every ride a pleasure and every turn a breeze,
and of course you can rest assured that the frame has passed all our stringent in-house safety
tests. The luggage carrier integrates neatly into the frame's elegant structure, but it's also a great
way to carry around whatever you need to take with you. Internally routed cables reduce the need
for maintenance and keep your gears shifting smoothly, while colour-coordinated accessories
complete the look.
frame Aluminium Superlite Trekking Comfort Double Butted
colour green´n´white
size Easy Entry: 45, 49, 53
fork SR Suntour NEX, 50mm
headset FSA No.10, Semi-Integrated
stem CUBE Comfort City Stem, 31.8mm
handlebar CUBE Comfort Shape Bar
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grips CUBE Urban, Silicon
rear derailleur Shimano RD-M360, 8-Speed
front derailleur Shimano FD-M310, Topswing, 31.8mm
shifters Shimano SL-M310, Rapidfire-Plus
brake system V-Brake
crankset Shimano FC-T801, 48x36x26T, 175mm
cassette Shimano CS-HG200, 12-32T
chain KMC Z51
rims CUBE SX24, V-Brake, 36H
front hub Shimano DH-C3000, Nut
rear hub Shimano FH-TX500, Nut
tyres Schwalbe Little Big Ben, Active, 40x622
pedals CUBE PP MTB
saddle CUBE Retro
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Screwlock, 31.8mm
front light Trelock LS582 Retro
rear light Trelock LS 613 Duo Flat
kickstand CUBEstand Cmpt
mudguards SKS Chrom Shiny
bell CUBE Classic
carrier Racktime AddIt CUBE Edition, ACID RILink Adapter Compatible, SnapIt
weight 16,7 kg
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